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Abstract— Security is treated as one of the main concern 

these days as theft cases are increasing with the increase if 

technology. Our work is based on a small component known 

as Arduino. Arduino is basically a micro-controller which 

allows the interfacing of hardware and software in a easy-go 

manner. This locker can only opened by its owner, every step 

performed is informed to owner through a set of messages. 

The circuit is tested in proteus S/W and is very cost effective. 

It can be used as household locker or in industries also. It also 

has a LCD which is used for displaying and a keypad for 

entering Password. Locker can be opened only if the 

password is correct or owner sends a command to open it 

using GSM Module. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Arduino is an open-source prototyping platform based on 

east-to0ues hardware and software. Arduino consists of both 

physical programmable circuit board (often referred as 

microcontroller) and a piece of software or IDE(integrated 

development environment) that runs on a computer used to 

write and upload program code to the physical board. 

Atmega328P is a 8-bitA VRRIC-based 

microcontroller combines 32KB ISP Flash memory with 

read-while-write capabilities, 1KB EPROM, 2KB SRAM, 23 

general purpose I/O lines, 32 general purpose working 

register, three flexible timers/counters with compare modes, 

internal and external interrupts, Serial programmable 

USART, a byte oriented two wire serial interface. 

 Basically this paper is based on the concept of 

security concern and made it simple by using microcontroller 

which is interfaced with other components to make it more 

secured and reliable. Keypad is used to take the password 

input and GSM module is used to monitor and inform every 

single step performed to the owner of the locker. It can be 

implemented largely for the safety of documents in industry 

and even in military purposes, household use is also 

advisable. 

II. PROPOSEDSYSTEM 

Power supply- A power supply is a device that supplies 

electrical power to electrical load. The primary function of 

power supply is to convert one form of energy into another 

and as result, power supplies are sometime referred to as 

electrical power converters. 

Keypad- A keypad is a miniature keyboard or set of 

buttons for operating portable electronic device 

Arduino UNO- Arduino is an open-source 

prototyping platform based on east-to-use hardware and 

software. Arduino consists of both physical programmable 

circuit board (often referred as microcontroller) and a piece 

of software or IDE(integrated development environment) that 

runs on a computer used to write and upload program code to 

the physical board. 

 
Fig. 1: Arduino Board 

Relay: A type of relay that can handle the high 

power required to directly control an electric motor or other 

loads is called a contractor. Solid-state relays control power 

circuits with no moving parts, instead using a semiconductor 

device to perform switching. Relays with calibrated operating 

characteristics and sometimes multiple operating coils are 

used to protect electrical circuits from overload or faults; in 

modern electric power systems these functions are performed 

by digital instruments still called "protective relays". 

 
Fig. 2: Relay 

Dc Motors: A DC motor relies on the fact that like 

magnet poles repel and unlike magnetic poles attract each 

other. A coil of wire with a current running through it 

generates a electromagnetic field aligned with the center of 

the coil. By switching the current on or off in a coil its magnet 

field can be switched on or off or by switching the direction 

of the current in the coil the direction of the generated 

magnetic field can be switched 180°. A simple DC motor 

typically has a stationary set of magnets in the stator and an 

armature with a series of two or more windings of wire 

wrapped in insulated stack slots around iron pole pieces 

(called stack teeth) with the ends of the wires terminating on 

a commutator. The armature includes the mounting bearings 

that keep it in the center of the motor and the power shaft of 

the motor and the commutator connections. The winding in 

the armature continues to loop all the way around the 

armature and uses either single or parallel conductors (wires), 

and can circle several times around the stack teeth. 
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Keypad (4x4):This 16-button keypad provides a 

useful human interface component for microcontroller 

projects. 

Convenient adhesive backing provides a simple way 

to mount the keypad in a variety of applications. 

 
Fig. 3: 4x4 keypad 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. 4: Block diagram 

 
Fig. 5: Circuit diagram 

First the Arduino and LCD will be energized using 

5V power supply. Whenever anyone presses the password on 

the keypad, the signal will go to arduino. In arduino UNO, 

AVR RISC controller is used where the program for project 

is written. Its is also used for continuously monitoring the 

keypad for perfect match with the stored passwordin the flash 

memory. The microcontroller inside will check whether the 

entered password is correct or not. If the password is correct 

the arduino will send a signal to open the door, if not then the 

door will remain closed. 

IV. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM AND DESCRIPTION 

In this paper a 5V power supply is used which is connected 

to LCD for display and Arduino. When the circuit is 

energized, you will be asked to entera 4 digit password. The 

device will locked after the password is set, we have to input 

correct password to unlock. A mobile message will be sent to 

the admin about the operations performed by the locker. 

Serial Communication has been used as the duplex 

communication means between UNO and the GSM module. 

V. RESULT AND SIMULATION 

The project is being tested in proteus S/W and is working 

properly. It is also tested in bread board and working 

properly. It has lots of applications like we can use this project 

in lockers for household locking systems, it can be used for 

keeping safe breach. In this we have used very less 

components which makes it cost efficient and handy. 

 
Fig. 6: Anti-theft safe locker 

VI. APPLICATIONS 

1) Provides a better means of security. 

2) Total control stays with the owner. 

3) Can be implemented largely in industries 

4) 24 Hours monitoring. 

5) works with both AC and DC. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This locker is totally based on arduino. And arduino has been 

the main part of thousand projects. As compared to others 

projects this locker is the cheapest and best companion for 

better security. 
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